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Abstract

Clavicle is a frequently fractured bone in the body. It accounts for 44% of all fractures around the shoulder girdle and 2.6% of all fractures. Bilateral clavicle fracture is rare with incidence of 0.48% of all clavicle fracture. Undisplaced and minimally displaced fractures are mostly managed conservatively. Displaced fractures are treated operatively which improves the functional outcome and lowers the rate of malunion and non-union. A 45 years old male met with a road traffic accident and was brought to our emergency department. He was diagnosed to have bilateral displaced midshaft fracture of clavicle. Fracture was classified as Allman Group 1, Robinson type 2B1 bilaterally. Both fractures were fixed with precontoured clavicle locking plate by classical superior incision in two different sitting 1 week apart. Treating bilateral clavicle fracture with locking compression plates is a safe and effective method. It helps in early pain relief, rapid recovery, good functional outcome and decreases the period of morbidity.
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Introduction

Clavicle is a frequently fractured bone in the body. It accounts for 44% of all fractures around the shoulder girdle and 2.6% of all fractures. Bilateral clavicle fracture is rare with incidence of 0.48% of all clavicle fractures. Mode of injury in majority of the cases is high velocity trauma. Mechanism of injury includes bilateral direct blow to the shoulder girdle or compressive force across both the shoulder girdles. Most common site for a fracture is midshaft (69-82%) followed by lateral end (21-28%) and medial end (2-3%). Undisplaced and minimally displaced fractures are mostly managed conservatively. Displaced fractures are treated operatively which improves the functional outcome and lowers the rate of malunion and non-union. Fracture clavicle was treated conservatively in the past. But over the years operative treatment for clavicle fractures has become popular with the help of locking compression plates.

Case report

A male patient aged around 45 years was brought to Sri Siddhartha Medical College and hospital emergency department on 20-09-2018. He met with a road traffic accident where his shoulders got compressed between the ground and the vehicle. He was presented to us with the history of bilateral shoulder pain. On examination, fracture on his right and left midclavicular region was visible as abnormal bony protuberance. X-ray revealed bilateral displaced midshaft fracture of clavicles. Fracture was classified as Allman Group 1, Robinson type 2B1 bilaterally.

Both upper limbs were provisionally immobilized in sling and for mobilization purpose due to displacement of both the fractures open reduction and locking plate fixation was planned. Subsequently all the routine investigations were done as per the hospital protocol and patient was operated two days later. Both fractures were fixed with precontoured clavicle locking plate by classical superior incision in two different sittings, one
Both intraoperative and postoperative periods were uneventful. Arm sling pouch was applied for three weeks post-operatively. Stitches were removed on 12th post-operative day and pendulum exercises were started 1 month post operatively. Patient was followed up monthly for 3 months. Six weeks following surgery both the fractures achieved good healing. No complications noted during follow up. Patient had good range of movements.

**Discussion**

All fractures should be immobilized as per the general orthopaedic principles. This prevents delayed union and non-union, which can result due to movement at fracture site. Pain, swelling and discomfort are initial symptoms for any fractures. These symptoms are even more with bilateral clavicle fractures and leave the patient incapacitated. Immobilization for longer duration can cause stiffness of the shoulder joint and secondary osteoarthritis of the acromioclavicular joint.

Anatomically pre contoured locking compression plate is an excellent option for treating patients with fracture clavicle. It gives a stable fixation even in elderly patients with osteoporotic bone. The functional outcome of the shoulder can be improved by treating clavicle fractures with early surgical intervention.

Clavicle fractures can be associated with complex disruption of the shoulder girdle, by stabilizing the clavicle fracture, the shoulder girdle complex can also be stabilized. Unilateral clavicle fractures can be managed conservatively and are operated only when indicated. Bilateral clavicle fractures per se are an indication for surgical fixation.

Pre contoured locking compression plates are becoming popular for treatment of various fractures. The weight of the arm creates a force which can increase the chances of screw back out, especially on the lateral aspect. The use of conventional non locking plates has higher incidence of implant failure, more so in the elderly patients with osteoporotic bones. Complications like screw back out can be improved and prevented with the help of locking plates.

Fractures around the articular surface which requires early mobilization are now being treated with precontoured angle specific locking plates. With surgical fixation patient can be allowed for early non weight bearing activities including activities of daily living. Currently available locking plates are pre contoured according to the shape of clavicle thus eliminating the need to bend the plates. This prevents implant failure and increases the longevity of the implant in-situ.

**Conclusion**

Treating bilateral clavicle fracture with locking compression plates is a safe and effective method. It helps in early pain relief, rapid recovery, good functional outcome and decreases the period of morbidity.
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